
 

 

 

 

Deliver the Training and Tools to Keep Tech 

Talent Ahead of the Curve. 
Solutions Built for Today’s Organizations  

and Tomorrow’s Workforce 

 

Our offerings are designed to align with business objectives and address 

continuous training needs for tech and dev professionals. Choose the solution that 

meets your needs: 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY + DEVELOPER 

 

Drive performance, retention and growth for tech talent across your organization 

by adding Skillsoft Technology and Developer to your offering. Built to keep your 

tech professionals on their game and ready for the next digital disruption, this 

option offers Skillsoft AspireTM learning journeys that include video courses that 

support career paths for the highest demand roles, as well as an engaging multi-

modal experience that includes practice labs, mentoring and critical business and 

leadership courses to achieve well-balanced tech leaders.  

 

TECHNOLOGY + DEVELOPER EXPERT 

 

Developed in conjunction with our industry experts who carefully curate multi-

modal resources into hundreds of learning channels, Skillsoft Technology + 

Developer Expert collection delivers the most engaging and robust multi-modal 

learning experience to upskill, grow and drive performance of tech and dev 

professionals across all levels of your organization. Leaders can access Skillsoft 

AspireTM learning journeys, video courses, hands-on practice labs, certification prep, 

boot camps, virtual live mentoring and the largest library of the latest eBooks and 

audiobooks.  

  



 

 

 

Instructional Design – Our courses are instructionally sound because 

they are developed by industry experts and reviewed by in-house 

eLearning professionals to ensure quality. We also invest heavily to 

ensure that our library is refreshed on a three-year cycle. 

 

Channels – Experience over 500 pre-curated channels mapped to the 

competencies that matter most to leading global companies and assign 

learning paths to specific audiences. 

 

Inclusive Learning – Users can access a wide range of learning 

modalities, including videos, digital books, audiobooks, practice labs 

and live learning to learn in the way that works best for them. These 

options make our training accessible to people with different learning styles and 

abilities.  

 

Beginner to Expert levels – We curate content in terms of 

beginning/intermediate/advanced/expert, according to the standards 

and pre-requisite knowledge set by the certification providers and 

vendors. When we define our levels, we look to industry standards such as SFIA 

and NICE, as they are developed by industry standards bodies.  

 

Expert Access – We invest in expert instructors that are responsible for 

the development of our instructionally sound content assets. Leading 

experts and mentors that provide an affordable fast track to IT 

certification and offer test preparation to improve pass rates. 

 

Talent Development – Curated playlists and curriculum maps guide 

learners through the stages of their career, consistently building on 

existing knowledge. 

 

Certification – Support for more than 100 professional IT certification 

exams from leading software, hardware, cloud and professional 

organizations, with a tracked pass rate over 90%.  

 

 

 

CONTACT US: 

 
 

+971 4 3910503 
 


